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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let X, H, m be an abstract Wiener space and A a vector field on X
Žwhich is a mapping from X into H smooth in the sense of Malliavin cf.
w x.5 . We consider the following differential equation on X,
d
U x s A U x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t tdt 1.1Ž .
U x s x .Ž .0
w xIn 7 , the author constructed, under the condition of Theorem 2.1, a
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution U x which satisfies 1.1 quasi everywhere q.e. , i.e., for all xt
Ž .except in a set of r, p -capacity 0, for all r G 0 and p ) 1. Here the
capacities are associated with the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck operator on the
Ž w x.Wiener space cf. 5, 6 . By the way of its construction, we see that this
Ž .U x is a quasi-continuous modification of a solution, in the sense oft
w xalmost everywhere of Cruzeiro 2 .
w xIn the previous paper 8 , the author obtained further refinements of
ÄŽ . Ž .this solution. He chose a quasi-continuous modification A x of A x
Ž .defined everywhere on X and constructed U x , t g R, x g X, such thatt
Ž .w Ž .x ‘Ž Žw x .. Ž w x. Ž .wU x t ‹ U x g W X ; C yT , T “ X cf. 6 , X 2 x ‹ U x t ‹t t ‘ t
Ž .x Žw x .U x g C yT , T “ X is quasi-continuous for every T ) 0 and satis-t
fies
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Ž . Ž .for all t g R. Furthermore, he chose U x so that the mapping x “ U xt t
preserved the class of slim sets for every t and the flow property
U (U x s U x , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .t s tqs
holds q.e. for every t and s.
Ž .In the present paper, we prove that the solutions of 1.1 having the flow
Ž .property 1.2 exist quasi everywhere uniquely.
2. KNOWN RESULTS
Ž .Let X, H, m be an abstract Wiener space introduced by Gross. Let E
be a real separable Hilbert space. We set
yrr2p pW X ; E [ 1 y L L X , m ; EŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .r
Ž w x. pŽ .for the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck operator L cf. 7 . Then W X ; E becomesr
pŽ .a Banach space and we can define the Sobolev space W X ; E with ther
differentiability index r and the integrability index p with a norm
yrr2 p
p5 5 5 5f [ u for f s 1 y L u , u g L X , m ; E .Ž . Ž .r , p L
pŽ . pŽ . w .We denote the space F W X ; E by W X ; E for p g 1, ‘ andr r ‘
‘Ž . pŽ .W X ; E s F W X ; E . We can define the gradient operator =:‘ p ‘
p Ž . pŽ .W X ; E “ W X ; E m H and its dual, the divergence operator, d :rq1 r
p Ž . pŽ . Ž w x.W X ; E m H “ W E as usual cf. 2 .rq1 r
Ž . Ž .Next let us recall the notion of r, p -capacity. The r, p -capacity Cr , p
is defined as follows: for an open set O ; X,
5 5 p pC O s inf f : f g W X ; R , f G 1 a.e. on O ,Ž . Ž . 4r , pr , p r
and for an arbitrary set B ; X,
C B s inf C G : G is open and G > B .Ž . Ž . 4r , p r , p
Ž .We say that a property holds quasi everywhere q.e. in abbreviation if it
holds except on a set of capacity 0 for all r, p.
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For the quasi-sure extension, we should consider the following system of
w Ž . Ž . Ž .xdifferential equations to be satisfied by V x , =V x , LV x ,t t t
d
V x s A V x q x , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t tdt
d
=V x s =A V x q x ? =V x q =A V x q x , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t t tdt
d
LV x s LA V x q x q =A V x q x ? LV xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t t tdt
q =2 A V x q x ? › V j x ? › V k xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý jk t i t i t
i
q 2 › = A V x q x ? › V j x , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j t i t
i
V x s =V x s LV x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .More generally, in addition to 2.1 ] 2.3 , we consider the following
system of differential equations to be satisfied by
m nL = V x : m s 0, 1, . . . , N , n s 0, 1, . . . , 2 N , 2m q n F 2 N :Ž .t
d
m n m nL = V s =A ? L = Vt tdt
q Em , n Li = jA , Ll = r V : i s 0, 1, . . . , m ,Ž t
j s 0, 1, . . . , n , l s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1,
r s 0, 1, . . . , n , 2 i q j F 2m q n ,
2 l q r F 2 m y 1 q n ,Ž . .
Lm =nV x s 0, m s 0, 1, . . . , k , n s 0, 1, . . . , 2k ,Ž .0
2m q n F 2k , k s 2, 3, . . . , N ,
m , n Žwhere E is some polynomial which can be obtained successively cf.
w x.7 .
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.1 Yun 7, Theorem 5.5 . If A is a ¤ector field on X
satisfying the following conditions
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž 5 Ž .5. Ž .i A g W X ; H and ;l ) 0, H exp l A x dm x - q‘,‘ X
Ž . Ž 5 n Ž .5. Ž .ii ;l ) 0, ;n s 1, 2, . . . , H exp l = A x dm x - q‘,X
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž .iii ;l ) 0, H exp l d A x dm x - q‘,X
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Ž .Then V x exists for all t g R, q.e. x satisfying the following differentialt
equation
dV rdt x s A V x q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
2.4Ž .
V x s 0.Ž .0
Ž Ž . .Furthermore, for all t g R, the measure V ? q ? #m is absolutely continu-t
Ž Ž Ž . . .Ž . Ž .ous with respect to m and if we set d V ? q ? #mrdm x s k x , thent t
pŽ .k g L m , ;p.t
ÄŽ w x. Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2 Yun 8, Theorem 2.3 . We can redefine U x as U x sot t
Ž .X Ž .that it is defined for e¤ery t g R and x g X and satisfies 1.1 and 1.2 q.e. x
for all t, s g R.
For the almost sure existence and uniqueness of solutions, Cruzeiro
proved the following theorems. Using these theorems, we prove the
quasi-sure uniqueness of solutions in the next section.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.3 Cruzeiro 2, Theorem 1.4.1 . Suppose that A is a ¤ector
field on X satisfying the following conditions.
Ž . 2Ž . Ž 5 Ž .5. Ž .i A g W X ; H and ;l ) 0, H exp l A x dm x - q‘,‘ X
Ž . Ž 5 Ž .5. Ž .ii ;l ) 0, H exp l =A x dm x - q‘,X
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž .iii ;l ) 0, H exp l d A x dm x - q‘.X
Ž .Then U x exists for all t g R, dm a.e. x and satisfies the differentialt
Ž . Ž Ž ..equation 1.1 . Furthermore, for all t g R, the measure U ? #m is abso-t
Ž Ž Ž .. .Ž . Ž .lutely continuous with respect to m and if we set d U ? #mrdm x s k x ,t t
pŽ .then k g L m , ;p.t
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.4 Cruzeiro 3, Theorem 3 . Suppose that A satisfies the
Ž . Ž .abo¤e conditions i ] iii , and
Ž . 2 piv = A g L , for all p ) 0.
Ž . Ž .If f x is a solution of 1.1 satisfying the almost sure flow propertyt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f (f x s f x , for all t, s g R, m a.e. x, then we ha¤e U x s f x ,t s tqs t t
for all t g R, m a.e. x.
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3. MAIN RESULT
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that A is a ¤ector field on X satisfying the
following conditions.
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž 5 Ž .5. Ž .i A g W X ; H and ;l ) 0, H exp l A x dm x - q‘,‘ X
Ž . Ž 5 n Ž .5. Ž .ii ;l ) 0, ;n s 1, 2, . . . , H exp l = A x dm x - q‘,X
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž .iii ;l ) 0, H exp l d A x dm x - q‘.X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If C x is a solution of 1.1 and F x s C x y x satisfies the quasi-suret t t
Ž . Ž .flow property F (F x s F x , for all t, s g R, q.e. x, then we ha¤et s tqs
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U x s C x , for all t g R, q.e. x, or equi¤alently, V x s F x , for allt t t t
t g R, q.e. x.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, we have V x s F x , for all t g R,t t
Žn.Ž . V Ž Ž . .m a.e. x. In the first place, we consider =V x . Put a s =A V x q xt t t
F Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .and a s =A F x q x . Then, since =V x and =F x satisfy thet t t t
Ž .equation 2.2 ,
t V F=V x y =F x s a =V x y a =F x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht t s s s s
0
t V Fq a y a ds.Ž .H s s
0
V F Ž . Ž .Since a , a , =V x , and =F x are continuous in t, for fixed T ,t t t t
0 F t F T , by Gronwall's lemma,
T tV F V< < < < < <=V x y =F x F a y a ? 1 q =F ds ? exp a ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht t s s s sž / ž /0 0
By Jensen's inequality,
T pp ppy1 V F< < < < < <sup =V y =F F T ? a y a ? 1 q =F dsŽ .Hs s s s s
00FsFt
t V< <? exp p a ds .H sž /0
Thus
p< <E sup =V y =Fs s
0FsFt
1r2
T 2 p2 ppy1r2 V F< < < <F T E a y a ? 1 q =F dsŽ .H s s sž /0
1r2dst V< <? E exp 2 p ? t ? a .Ž .H sž /t0
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Note that
1r22 p2 p 4 pV F V F< < < < < <E a y a ? 1 q =F F E a y aŽ .s s s s s
1r24 p< <? E 1 q =F ,Ž .s
4 p 4 p4 p< < < <w xE 1 q =F F 2 E 1 q E =F - q‘,Ž . ž /s s
and
V< < < <E exp 2 t ? p ? a s E exp 2 t ? p ? =A ? kŽ .Ž .s s
2< < 5 5F E exp 4 t ? p ? =A ? kŽ . Ls
- q‘ by hypothesis.
Ž .Since =A x is continuous in x, by Theorem 2.4,
4 p4 pV F< <E a y a s E =A V x q x y =A F x q x s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s s s s
w < < p xThus, we have E sup =V y =F s 0.0 F sF t s s
Ž .For the cases LV and LF , by the equation 2.3 ,t s
t tV F V F< < < < < <LV y LF F d y d ds q b ? › V ? › V y b ? › F ? › F dsÝH Ht t s s s i s i s s i s i s
0 0i
t V F< <q a ? LV y a ? LF dsH s s s s
0
t V F< <q 2 c ? › V y c ? › F ds,ÝH s i s s i s
0i
V Ž Ž . . F Ž Ž . . V 2 Ž Ž . .where a s =A V x q x , a s =A F x q x , b s = A V x q x ,s s s s s s
F 2 Ž Ž . . V Ž Ž . . F Ž Ž . . Vb s = A F x q x , c s › =A V x q x , c s › =A F x q x , ds s s i s s i s s
Ž Ž . . F Ž Ž . .s LA V x q x , and d s LA F x q x . Let 0 F t F T. Thens s s
T V F< < < <LV y LF F d y d dsHt t s s
0
T V F< <q b ? › V ? › V y b ? › F ? › F dsÝH s i s i s s i s i s
0i
T tV F V< < < < < < < <q a y a ? LF ds q a ? LV y LF dsH Hs s s s s s
0 0




T V F V F< < < <F T s d y d q b ? › V ? › V y b ? › F ? › FŽ . ÝH s s s i s i s s i s i sž
0 i
< V F < < < < V F <q a y a ? LF q 2 c ? › V y c ? › F ds.Ýs s s s i s s i s /
i
V Ž Ž . .Since a s =A V x q x and LV y LF are continuous in s,s s s s
s
V< < < <LV y LF F F T ? exp a du .Ž . Hs s už /0
Then
1r2
1r2 t2 pp V< < < <E sup LV y LF F E F T ? E exp 2 p ? a du .Ž . Hs s už /00FsFt
Since
dut t 1r2V 2< < 5 5E exp 2 p ? a du F E exp 4 pt =A x ? kŽ .Ž .H H Lu už / t0 0
- q‘ by hypothesis and Theorem 2.3,
there is nothing to prove if we only prove the following fact
2 p 2 py1E F T F T C pŽ . Ž .
T 2 pV F< <= E d y dH s sž0
2 p
V F< <qE b ? › V ? › V y b ? › F ? › FÝ s i s i s s i s i sž /
i
q ??? ds/




2 p2 pV F< <E s E d y d s E LA V x q x y LA F x q x s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 s s s s
2E s E = A V x q x ? › V ? › VŽ .Ž .Ý2 s i s i sž
i
2 p
2y= A F x q x ? › F ? › F s 0,Ž .Ž .s i s i s /
2 p 2 p< <E s E =A V x q x y =A F x q x ? LFŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 s s s
1r2 1r24 p 4 p< <F E =A V x q x y =A F x q x ? E LF s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s s s
and
2 p
E s E 2 › =A V x q x ? › V y › =A F x q x ? › FŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý4 i s i s i s i sž /
i
s 0.
w < < p xThus, we have E sup LV y LF s 0. Therefore we have proved0 F sF t s s
Ž .that for all 0 F s F t, V s F , 2, p -quasisurely.s s
Ž .We can rewrite the formula 2.3 as
d
1 2LV s =A ? LV q F LA , = A , =VŽ .t t tdt
for some polynomial F 1. Since
m m n
LF s › F ? Lu q › › F ? › u ? › uÝ Ý Ýj j j k i j i kž /
js1 j , k is1
m m
s › F ? Lu q › › F ? =u , =u ,Ž .Ý Ýj j j k j k
js1 j , k
Ž . Ž .for F s F u , . . . , u , a polynomial and u s u x , . . . , x , j s 1, . . . , m,1 m j j 1 n
we have
d
2 2 2 2 2 4 3L V s =A ? L V q F L A , L = A , L =A , LA , = A , = A ,Ž . Ž .Žt tdt
=2A , =A , L =V , LV , =2V , =V , 3.1Ž . Ž ..t t t t
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2 Ž w x. 2 Ž .for some polynomial F cf. 7 . Since F includes L =V in its compo-t
Ž .nents, we should consider the following differential equation for L =V .t
Thus,
d
L =V x s L =A V x q x ? =V xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .t t tdt
q =A V x q x ? L =V x q L =A V x q xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t
s =A V x q x ? L =V xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t
q E1, 1 L =A , =3A , =2A , =V , 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .t
where E1, 1 is some polynomial which can be calculated by the same
method as F 2. Under Assumption 2, since it is the same type as in the
Ž Ž ..previous case LV , we can prove the quasi-sure uniqueness of L =V xt t
Ž . Ž .satisfying the equation 3.2 . And then for the formula 3.1 , it can also be
m n Ž . Žproved by the same reason. For the general case L = V x m st
.0, 1, . . . , k, n s 0, 1, . . . , 2k, 2m q n F 2k, k s 2, 3, . . . , the differential
equation can be calculated by
d
m mL = V s =A ? L = Vn t n tdt
q Em , n LlA , LA , Li = jA , =2 lA , =2A , =A , Lly1 V ,Ž . Ž .Ž t
=2 ly1A , Liy1 = jy1V , =2 ly2V , =2 ly3V :Ž .t t t
i s 1, . . . , m y 1, j s 1, . . . , 2n y 2,
l s 2, . . . , m , 2 i q j F 2 m y 1 q n , 3.3Ž . Ž ..
for some polynomial Em , n which can be calculated successively. Since it is
the same type as the case LV , we can prove the quasi-sure uniqueness oft
Ž .solutions satisfying the formula 3.3 . Using the same technique to the case
Ž .LV , we can prove the 2k, p -quasi-sure uniqueness of V . Since the aboves t
fact can be asserted for all k s 1, 2, . . . , and p G 1, the proof is complete.
4. APPLICATION
Let F: W “ R d be a d-dimensional Wiener mapping satisfying F g
‘Ž d. Ž Ž < ..y1 pW X ; R and det =F =F g F L . By taking a suitable modi-‘ 1- p-‘
fication, if necessary, we may assume that F is quasi-continuous. Let
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .A g W X ; H be a vector field which satisfies the conditions i ] iii of‘
Theorem 2.1. Assume further that
² :A x , =F x s 0, a.a. x m .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
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d  < Ž . 4 ² < :y1r2Ž . Ž .For a g R , let S s x F x s a and n s det =F =F x d F bea a a
Ž w x.the area measure on S induced from m cf. Airault]Malliavin 1 .a
Ž w x.Assume that n / 0. Since every slim set is a n-null set cf. 1 , the flowa
Ž . Ž .U x is a well-defined random element on the measure space S , n . Nowt a a
Ž . Ž .we conclude that, for a.a. x n , U x has the following property:a t
Ž . Ž .i U x g S for all t g R,t a
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii U x s U (U x for all t, s g R,tqs t s
Ž .that is, U x defines a flow on S . For the proof, we first note that F ist a
Ž .quasi-continuous and we can deduce easily that F (U x is quasicontinu-t
Ž w x.ous Yun 8, Theorem 3.5 . Since
d
² :F (U x s =F (U x , AU x s 0, m a.e. x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ht t tdt
Ž . Ž . Ž .we can conclude that F (U x s F x , a.a. x m . Hence by the quasi-con-t
Ž . Ž . Ž .tinuity, we deduce that F (U x s F x , q.e. x. In particular, F (U x st t
Ž . Ž . Ž .F x , n a.e. Thus i is proved. Also ii holds n a.e. because it holdsa a
Ž .quasi everywhere by Theorem 2.3. Hence U x exists uniquely up tot
quasisurely by Theorem 3.1.
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